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SAFETY EVALUATION BY THE OFFICE OF NUCLEAR REACTOR REGULATION

CONCERNING

ARKANSAS NUCLEAR ONE, UNIT N0. 1

UPPER CORE RARREL BOLT REPLACEMENT, CYCLE 7

DOCKET NO. 50-313

INTRODUCTION

During the Arkansas Nuclear One, Unit No.1 (ANO-1) refueling outage
(September through December, 1984) for Cycle 7, the u
(UCB) were replaced with modified bolts (Reference 1)pper core barrel boltsThe replacement.

bolts are A 286 with modified material requirements which eliminates hot or
cold heading and the potential problems stemming therefrom. There are also
dimensional modifications to reduce stress concentrations. Most importantly,
the installation was performed using a considerably lower preload. This new
preload is to a range in which stress corrosion failure has not been
observed.

This replacement was recommended because of bolt failures observed at other
Babcock and Wilcox (B&W) plants, and previous ultrasonic'(UT) indications on
seven of the original 120 UCB bolts.

In Reference 1, the licensee stated that 114 of the 120 UCB bolts were
sucessfully replaced with modified bolts recommended by the B&W Owners Group
Bolting Task Force (Reference 2). However, due to difficulties encountered
during the replacement effort, new bolts were not installed in six bolt
locations. One bolt location was left vacant due to extensive thread damage'

and the remaining five locations have original bolt shanks left in place.
The heads on these five bolts separated from the shanks during the attempted
bolt removal. In those cases where a bolt shank was left in place, the
locking clips have been modified to provide required locking capability and
ensure the remaining portion of the stuck bolts will be retained in the bolt

' ' holes. . .

DISCUSSION

As indicated in the staff's previous Safety Evaluation (Reference 3), the
ANO-1 UCB joint was originally very concervatively designed. Based on a

, large margin in the load carrying capability of the UCB joint, the staff
approved operation of ANO-1 during the previous cycle with seven of the
original UCB having UT indications and assumed to be failed. As a result of
the bolt replacement for Cycle 7, the licensee' performed a new analysis of
the ANO-1 UCB joint (Reference 1). This analysis conservatively accounted
for the number of missing bolts and nonuniformity of tne bolt distribution.
The results of this analysis showed that large design margins are maintained
in the existing ~ configuration of the UCB joint, i.e., with six missing bolts.,

Therefore, based on this analysis and the improved design of the UCB, the
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the . licensee concluded that the 114 installed bolts at ANO-1 are fully
adequate for the balance of the unit life.

EVALUATION

Based on a review of the'information submitted by the licensee in Reference 1
and the' staff's Safety Evaluation in Reference 3, the staff concludes that

-

large design margins are maintained in the load carrying capability of the
ANO-1 UCB joint with-the existing configuration. Because of the lower '

preload of the UCB, it is anticipated that the potential for stress corrosion
failure of the new bolts is eliminated or at least very greatly reduced.
Therefore, continued operation with 114 UCB is justified.

~

In the licensee's submittal of November 27,1984 (Reference 1) the licensee
had stated that neutron noise analysis equipment for use "during the next
cycle of operation" was to be installed. There wa's no commitment for this
instrumentation to be continued after that cycle. ' The staff..therefore,
concludes that the licensee has met his commitment.

In the SER on this subject dated July 6, 1983 (Reference 3), the staff stated
that the need for and extent of future inspections will be based on the
results of the Task Force investigation. Using the paramenters outlined in
Section 5.6 of PAW 1843P (Reference 4) it would appear that, with the
replacement of bolts in the UCB joint, there are now other joints in the core
barrel assembly at greater risk. The inspection of the UCB can revert to
ASME Section XI. periodicity preferably utilizing the remote UT or its
improvement as applied to this program.

Dated: March 27,1985 &

Principal Contributors: Y. Li
C. D. Sellers
G. S. Vissing
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